Terms and conditions of use iDoctor websites
This website is published by:
iDoctor B.V. (hereafter also: “iDoctor“)
Sleepboot 11c
3991 CN HOUTEN
The Netherlands
E-mail: staff@idoctornet.com
Terms and conditions for using this website
Use of this website is subject to these terms and conditions. By using this website, you agree with
these terms and conditions.
By visiting and looking at this website you agree with these terms and conditions and the relevant
rules and regulations. If you do not agree to this, you are not allowed to use this website. Therefore,
we urgently request you to carefully read the following terms and conditions before using this
website. We draw your attention to the fact that at any time and regardless the reason iDoctor can
revise or discontinue these terms and conditions without further notice. Since you are bound by any
such changes, you should regularly visit this page to review the terms and conditions applicable at
that time.
1. Access
Access to the website can exclusively be obtained by a healthcare professional (“HCP”). You will
need to register yourself by choosing your country in the “sign-up” section and identify yourself as
being a certified HCP. If iDoctor has any doubts regarding your application, iDoctor will not grant you
access. If you believe this to be unjust, iDoctor would like to receive a copy of your registration as a
HCP. After positive verification your registration will be activated. iDoctor may exclude participants
from the iDoctor websites without prior notice for any reason.
2. Intellectual property
Unless stated otherwise, intellectual property rights relating to (the content of) this website, such as
copyright and trademark rights, rest with iDoctor, or its licensors. Any other use than as far as
expressively permitted by laws and regulations is not allowed. iDoctor reserves all of its rights.
Therefore, you may only download the information on this website for non-commercial and private
use, electronic copying, printing or showing. The distribution of, modification of, and the sending or
using content from the website (including images, text, drawings, video, etc.) for public or
commercial purposes is strictly prohibited. For any possible exceptions written permission from
iDoctor is required beforehand.
All contributions by HCP’s on the website represent the personal opinion(s) of these HCP’s.

3. Linking and framing
Links to this website are exclusively permitted if they direct to the homepage. Deep linking is not
permitted. It is also prohibited to include (parts of) this website in your own website or that of a
third party by means of hot linking, inline linking, framing, or any other method. For any possible
exceptions written permission from iDoctor is required beforehand.
4. Links to websites of third parties
By means of service to the visitors of our website this website may contain links to other websites
which are the property of and are run by third parties (here after “third-party websites”). These links
have been carefully selected and as far as iDoctor knows come from a reliable source. However, we
do point out that iDoctor has no control over these third-party websites, nor that iDoctor is affiliated
with any such party, and that your possible visit to these third-party websites is at your own risk and
subject to the legal conditions and the privacy policy of the website in question. You will further
understand that iDoctor does not endorse or supervise these third-party websites. iDoctor bears no
responsibility or liability whatsoever with respect to these third-party websites.
5. Chatrooms / users participation
Although iDoctor does not exert any (editorial) supervision, and therefore also does not accept any
obligation, in reference to any possible chatrooms, bulletin boards or other similar parts of the
website, as also the content of such messages/uploads, it may at any time adapt the functionality,
make parts inaccessible and/or delete messages/uploads. iDoctor does not bear any responsibility or
liability in reference to the content of such communication platforms. The sending or posting of
unlawful, slanderous, menacing, indecent, pornographic or blasphemous content or any other
content which may violate any applicable legislation and regulations, including (but not limited to)
the Dutch Copyright Act, is expressly prohibited. By posting, or uploading of any content in what
form so ever, you explicitly undertake that such content does not infringe upon any intellectual
property or other rights of any third parties and indemnify iDoctor from any claims by a third party
in that respect.
We draw your attention to the fact that iDoctor will give its full cooperation in the event that it is
requested by court order or law enforcement authorities to disclose the identity of a person who
sends or posts such material. Furthermore, iDoctor is authorized but not obliged to remove or block
material which according to its own judgment it considers to be (i) rude, indecent, deceptive,
misleading, insulting, or slanderous or (ii) conflicting with any intellectual property rights, such as
copyright or trademarks or (iii) conflicting with laws and regulations or (iv) otherwise unacceptable.
It is not allowed to use the website for any advertising and or promotional activities without
iDoctor’s written consent.
Uploading of any content does not transfer any intellectual property rights to iDoctor. By uploading
any content you understand and agree that other users may download the uploaded content for
non-commercial and private use, electronic copying, printing or showing.
The distribution of, modification of, and the sending or using of content uploaded by other users of
the website (including images, text, drawings, video, etc.) for public or commercial purposes is

strictly prohibited. For any possible exceptions written permission from the relevant uploader is
required beforehand.
iDoctor is not responsible for the uploaded content, including but not limited to data and
information, discussions, accuracy, up-to datedness, outcome, completeness, damage or
disadvantage, discussions between medical professionals, discussions on off-label and or discussions
on Adverse Events, material- or immaterial damages, caused by using this website. You will have to
inform iDoctor pro-active by sending a message using the: “Tell our Staff-button”, available on the
website, if there is reasonable doubt on specific topics. iDoctor is not responsible for the
implementation, misuse and misunderstanding of the content which is uploaded, discussed posted
and- or provided through the iDoctor website by users of this service. This also applies using or notusing this service.
6. No confidential treatment of user contributions
Unless the Privacy Policy of iDoctor applies, messages and materials that you send to this website by
e-mail or by any other means, including but not limited to remarks, questions, suggestions, etc., are
treated as non-confidential and not subject to any property rights.
7. Technical inaccuracies, typing errors and modifications
This website may contain technical inaccuracies and typing errors. iDoctor reserves the right to
modify, correct, and/or improve information on this website as well as products described on this
website at any time without any prior notification.
8. Disclaimer
This website and the information on this website is offered to you without any warranty of any kind
whatsoever. Using it is completely at your own risk. Despite the careful composition of the
information, iDoctor does not accept any liability for (the consequences of) possible errors,
incompleteness or inaccuracies on the website (including but not limited to text, images and links),.
iDoctor reserves the right to remove, change or supplement content on this website for whatever
reason and without prior notice at any time. iDoctor does not give any warranty whatsoever that the
functions formulated in this website will be uninterrupted or free of errors, that defects will be
repaired, or that this website and the server on which it is made available are free of viruses and
other harmful elements. iDoctor reserves the right to interrupt or discontinue one or more functions
of this website and does not carry any responsibility for an interruption or ceasing of one or more
functions of this website.
iDoctor is not responsible for any content uploaded by its users.
9. Information provided on the website
The content of this website is only of an informative nature and not a substitute for professional
medical advice. This website is no more than a resource to better understand medical knowledge,
developments and insights. You will always remain responsible for your patients and all of the advice
that you give to your patients or other healthcare practitioners, as well as for the diagnosis that you
set.

iDoctor does not accept any liability for possible damage or consequences, as a result of direct or
indirect use of the information published on the website.
10. Complaints
Should you have any complaints about the website, or if you are of the opinion that the content of
the website infringes upon your or any third party’s (intellectual property) rights, iDoctor requests
you to immediately contact her via staff@idoctornet.com in order to be able to undertake
appropriate actions if necessary.
11. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Dutch law applies to all aspects of your use of this website. You agree that disputes and legal
proceedings which may directly or indirectly result from or have a connection to this website will be
submitted exclusively to the court in Utrecht, the Netherlands. You explicitly waive the applicability
of any other (inter)(national) laws and/or regulations, including the laws and regulations of your
place of residence or your usage.
If any of our Terms and Conditions will be held invalid or in conflict with the law of any applicable
jurisdiction, the rest of the provisions will remain unaffected.

These terms and conditions were last modified on: March 8, 2016

Privacy and Cookie Statement iDoctor B.V.
The term “personal details” in this statement refers to information that can be used for your
identification, such as your name, date of birth, or postal or e-mail address. Registration is required
for some of the services provided on this website. If you register yourself with iDoctor, you may be
required to fill in certain data fields and to choose a username and password. With this registration
your identity will be disclosed to iDoctor. We point out that if you decide to withhold certain
required personal details, you may not be able to access certain parts of this website. Your personal
details will only be used for the purpose for which you submitted them, just as for purposes of
analysis in behalf of statistical or scientific purposes and to comply with legal obligations.
Furthermore, we point out that the details you have submitted may be used by iDoctor to send you
non-binding information about services and special campaigns of iDoctor, whether or not after
analysis of the details, for which we can use data from third parties. In case you object to this, you
can raise objections free of charge by sending a message to staff@idoctornet.com.
When processing your personal details, iDoctor will fully comply with the Dutch Personal Data
Protection Act.
In accordance with article 13 of the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act, iDoctor will take
appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect personal details against loss or any
form of unlawful processing. iDoctor supervises that these measures guarantee an appropriate
security level taking into account the state of the art and the costs of implementation, also
considering the risks involved with the processing and nature of the details to be protected. De
measures also intend to prevent unnecessary collection and further processing of personal details.
We have secured our websites with SLL-certificates and our hosting is supported by ISAE 3402, NEN
7510 and ISO 27001 certifications. Furthermore we only work with trustworthy sub-contractors.
You may at any time examine your personal details as processed by iDoctor. Should this information
be incorrect, you may request to have it adjusted. Such requests for inspection or correction of your
details can only be made in writing to iDoctor B.V., attn. Department Address Registration,
Natuursteen 21, 3991 SP Houten, the Netherlands. You may also contact this address in case you
have questions about the way iDoctor handles your personal details.

Cookies
This website uses cookies. Cookies are very small text files that are stored on your computer and will
be used to store certain information regarding your visit of this website. Cookies cannot harm your
computer nor the files on your computer.
With the help of session cookies can see which parts of this website have been reviewed by you
during your visit of our website. Therefore we will be able to adjust our services to the surf behavior
of our visitors. These cookies will be removed as soon as you close your webbrowser.
You may disable any cookies via your browser [or via your profile page], but these may stop our
website from functioning properly.

Google Analytics
We also make use of the service Google Analytics by Google, Inc., United States of America. In the
context of this service Google collects traffic data (surf behaviour) and places cookies on your
computer. iDoctor can online inspect the user statistics that Google produces based on this data.
These statistics help iDoctor to improve its website and service. iDoctor has concluded a Data
Processing Agreement with Google. Google will remove (anonimise) the last four digits of your IPaddress. We have not allowed Google to use the obtained analytics information for its own benefit
or to share it with third parties. We do not use any other Google-services in connection with the
Google Analytics-cookies. If you wish, you may use the opt-out service.
This statement exclusively applies to this website.
iDoctor reserves the right to amend this statement in case iDoctor deems such amendment
necessary. Amendments will be published on this website.
This document was last changed on March 8, 2016

